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Mishpatim 5776- Loan Modification 
 

In this week’s parsha Hashem gives the Bnai Yisrael a potpourri of mitzvos. Among 

them is the mitzva of lending money. “Im kesef talfeh es ami...” - “When you will lend money 

to my people....”, proclaims Hashem (Shmos, 22:24). Rashi, citing Rebbe Yishmael points out 

that strictly speaking the Hebrew word “im” normally means “if”. However, in this instance 

(along with two other places in the Torah) im is to be understood as “when”. The importance 

of whether im means “if” or “when” is that one should not think that lending money is a 

voluntary act and not a command because the mitzva begins with im-if. Not so, says Rebbe 

Yishmael, im here means when and it is a mitzva that must be pursued by people who have the 

wherewithal to offer loans to others. The loose end with all this is obvious. If the Torah meant 

to tell us that this is a bona fide commandment and not something that is at the discretion of 

the creditor, why did the Torah seemingly confuse matters by writing im instead of ki (the word 

usually used for “when”)? 

 Perhaps we can suggest the following explanation. This command of loaning money 

(which according to the Chinuch is the 66th mitzva found in the Torah) is the first [of many] 

positive mitzvos in the Torah that demands an act of kindness to another human being. It thus 

is a shoresh-root in understanding all other mitzvos of its genre (e.g. giving charity, helping 

donkey-owners with their heavy loads, returning lost items etc.). When it comes to mitzvos 

Jewish thought stresses the importance of hachana-preparation. Any mitzva done with the 

correct preparation upgrades that mitzva performance manifold. Hachana puts a Yid in the 

right mindset, it helps to remove himself from the worldly distractions that can deflate and 

even compromise the performance of a mitzva. There are many popular forms of hachana: 

Some reach for a hat & jacket, others wash their hands, and some recite “Lshaim yichud 

Kudsha Brich Hu....Hineni muchan umezuman lekayaim .-”For the sake of Hashem.....Behold 

I am prepared & ready to fulfill......” (loose translation). All these are effective forms of 

psyching oneself toward the performance of the mitzva. And they are all recommended, unless 

they make another Yid feel completely uncomfortable. And this may well happen when 

preparing for a mitzva that is classified as a Bain Adam L’Chavairo- Between man and his 

fellow man. Yes, it’s wholly laudatory if before shaking a lulav, one gets ready with a hearty 

rendition of Lshaim Yichud. But let’s say, with the current mitzva under discussion where a 

pauper knocks on your door looking for a loan, it would embarrass him to no-end if the 

homeowner would jump up and start making hachanos. An exclamation of “Hang on a minute 

while I get my hat, jacket & gartel” might fill the homeowner with great joy at the opportunity 

in doing this magnificent mitzva, but the pauper is going to feel like a right ol' idiot when he 

senses the other man’s simcha is due to his downtrodden situation. In such a scenario it is 

incumbent upon the ba’al habayis to contain his external joy and treat this transaction as if he 

were a teller in the bank; willing to please but just going through the motions. 

 Now we can understand why the Torah begins this mitzva with im. The act is a must, a 

real mitzva, but “Please” says Hashem, “Come across as if it’s nothing more than an im 

moment.”  One must pretend the loan is optional and not a mitzva, allowing the pauper to 

maintain his dignity and not feel like a challah, a shofar or a Parah Aduma, objects put on this 

world merely so others may benefit from spiritually.  

Keep the poor person in your heart, not in your breakfront! 
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